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MoMA at NGV: 130 years of Modern and Contemporary Art

The exhibition MoMA at NGV: 130 years of Modern and Contemporary Art from New York
now on view at NGV International, Melbourne, includes this sculptural marvel confidently
bestriding the world. Erudite MoMA Director Glenn Lowry and an equally excited NGV Director
Tony Ellwood, discussed what happens when you have a meeting of ideas, creativity and
culture. You may need more than one visit. I certainly will! Read More | Buy Tickets

Australian Brandenburg Visiting Karakorum: A Musical Journey

At their next concert Karakorum, A Musical Journey, starting July 25 - August 7, leader and artistic
director Paul Dyer and musicians of the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra invites all music lovers to
‘cross from west to east, from concert hall to theatre, on a mysterious, cultural and spiritual journey’
through music of grace. Read More | Buy Tickets Sydney | Melbourne | Brisbane

Eugéne Delacroix – Devoted to his Craft at The Met, New York

Born as the nineteenth century was drawing to a close following the turmoil of the revolution, renowned
French Romantic painter Eugéne Delacroix completed his preparation drawings and coloured his
painting works in an exciting and influential manner. This year The Met Fifth Avenue in New York will
present two outstanding exhibitions that celebrate the innovative artist and his genius. Read More

Mao’s Last Dancer Exhibition: Immigration Museum Melbourne

The life of Chinese born Australian based ballet dancer Li Cunxin stands as a ringing endorsement of
the endearing qualities and social values we would wish to see future generations acquire; courage,
passion, resilience, commitment, self-discipline and determination. Mao’s Last Dancer the
Exhibition: A Portrait of Li Cunxin starts June 16, Immigration Museum, Melbourne. Read More

Yellow Block Sandstone – TWT, Conserving Sydney’s Heritage

TWT Property Group established a creative precinct in 2014 in Sydney to encourage and support the
arts through commissioning new works. Maria Fernanda Cardosa, has been invited create a series of
sculptures from twelve tonnes of historic ‘Yellow Block’ Sydney Sandstone, which has been
quarried recently from a development site they are working on in Pyrmont. Read More

Oceans 8 – The Affair of the $150 Million Dollar Necklace

Oceans 8 is a spin off from Steven Soderbergh’s original Ocean’s trilogy, which starred a great male
cast. Absolutely fabulous, crazy, smart, complicated, controversial and beautifully nuanced, the girls
involved in the take down at The Met Museum , New York in Oceans 8, prove having this much fun
committing a crime with considerable style is indeed potent. Read More

Mystery Road: Aaron Pederson & Judy Davis Outback Art Noir

Greatly anticipated ABC television series Mystery Road, brings to life a story about interaction
politically, socially and culturally in remote Western Australia. Superbly crafted it features Aaron
Pedersen and Judy Davis and the impact of each scene is like a great work of art. Both the beauty
and solution to the puzzle they are solving, is in the attention to detail. Read More | Binge on iView

Poldark, Series 4, Episode 1 - Being the Better Part of Ross

BBC One’s Summer celebration of life is back, with the popular TV Drama POLDARK returning for
Series 4. In Episode 1 Ross rises symbolically out of the waves after an early morning swim as
Demelza (Eleanor Tomlinson) appears at the top of the sand dunes with their two children, declaring
they are all ‘still here’. Indeed. Be Careful - Spoilers Attached. Read More

Women of a Certain Age – Jewel Studded Book says Rose

When you open Women of a Certain Age a medley of stories so thoughtfully selected by Jodie Moffat
with Maria Scoda and Susan Laura Sullivan, says Rose Niland, you will find it is a treasure chest of
courage, fairness, justice, prudence, love, generosity, vulnerability, truth, discernment, intelligence and
wisdom, which shimmers and twinkles effervescently. Read More

The White Book by Han Kang: Beauty, Poignancy, Resonance

The White Book says roving reporter Derek Parker, is more like an extended meditation on life and
death, on what might have been and on what once was. And that is enough. More than enough. It
says much about Kang’s courage as a writer that she was willing to make such a departure from her
previous book, The Vegetarian, which won the Booker International prize in 2016. Read More

Alliance Francaise & La Fete de la Musique, Melbourne, 2018

The classic styled heritage house Eildon Mansion at St Kilda, Melbourne was sold to the Alliance
Française in 2006 for their headquarters. Now restored to be a fabulous venue for many and varied
events, it will host the fabulous French music festival Le Fete de La Musique on June 21. It is FREE,
although you need to Register to Attend | Read More
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